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EPISODE I 
T H E F I R S T FOUNDERS' DAY 
Time: Seven-thirty of the clock, the morning of October 
27, 1831. 
Place: The street near the Reverend Samuel Brimblecom's 
house in Stevens Plains. 
Persons: PRISCILLA STEVENS of Stevens Plains, aged eight. 
CANDACE WALDRON, a visiting cousin from Ports-
mouth, aged nineteen. 
SAMUEL BRIMBLECOM, the Universalist minister at 
Stevens Plains, later first Principal of Westbrook 
Seminary. 
F. O. J . SMITH, Portland's early enterpriser and first 
Treasurer of the school. 
WILLIAM A. DREW, noted editor and preacher, a first 
Trustee who was active in raising the funds for the 
founding of the Seminary. 
CALEB JONES, later clerk of the Falmouth Meeting of 
Friends. 
GRANNY TIVERTON, a fictitious character who voices 
the bitter opposition to liberal thinking rife in 1830. 
JAMES C. CHURCHILL, fifth mayor of Portland and first 
President of Westbrook Seminary. 
A Servant of Samuel Brimblecom's. 
{Enter little PRISCILLA STEVENS pulling by her 
hand and dancing about her very lovely and very 
elegant cousin, (CANDACE WALDRON.) 
CANDACE WALDRON : Prissy, Prissy, you do frisk about so ! 
I shall be fatigued! First you get me up at such a fear-
some hour in the morning — 
PRISCILLA STEVENS : Why, cousin, see how late it is now — 
all of half after seven ! 
[ t ] 
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CANDACE : And then you give me such a prodigious break-
fast I can hard ly endure the though t of moving — 
PRISCEEEA: Breakfas t? W h y it was only pork scraps and 
johnny bread and fried po ta toes . You never touched 
the doughnuts or the mince pie. You are so da in ty , com-
ing from a big town like Por t smouth . 
(Standing off to admire her.) 
B u t I think you are in-com-par-a-bly beautiful! 
CANDACE : How you do love big words, P r i s s y ! S top bounc-
ing and show me the surprise you brought me out to 
walk to see. 
PRESCEEEA (stopping with great suddenness) : Cousin Can-
dace, what rhymes with "bounce"? 
CANDACE : W h y , ounce and t h a t inelegant word, trounce. 
PRISCIEEA : I bet I can make a poem and skip to i t ! 
C A N D A C E : Bet , Prisci l la? T h a t is a word the men use, not 
females. 
PRESCEEEA : Well, there 's only you and me to hear it. 
CANDACE : I see some gentlemen approaching , and way over 
there a coach with a negro on the box. 
PRESCIEEA: I see 'em, too, and I know why they ' re coming 
and the negro coachman is M r . F r a n k Smith 's , bu t I 
bet I can make a poem before they get here. Listen, 
Cousin Candace. 
(She hops toward her cousin to the rhythm and 
sings, at the end flinging her arms around C A N -
DACE.) 
I got a bounce 
In every ounce 
Of me. 
No use to t rounce 
I t wouldn't jounce 
A single bounce 
Out of an ounce 
Of me-e. 
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CANDACE (laughing) : I think you are an in-com-par-a-bly 
funny child. (Fondles her.) 
PRISCILLA (pointing to the steps) : I bet — I mean, I fancy 
you don't know whose house this is we're in front of? 
CANDACE: HOW should I know, Pussy-cat? Do you expect 
me to stand on a topmast in Portsmouth harbor and 
observe the citizens of Stevens Plains going up their 
front stoops? 
PRISCILLA : Well, you needn't climb to see 'em here. That is 
the Reverend Samuel Brimblecom's house and there he 
is hastening up the front stoop now. (She courtesies.) 
There, he's coming to speak to us. 
CANDACE: He bears himself like a person of importance, 
Prissy. 
PRISCILLA: Oh yes, he's on the standing committee of dis-
cipline and he is writing a catechism that's plain for 
the children. 
CANDACE : How admirable! 
(The REV. SAMUEL BRIMBLECOM, later first Prin-
cipal of Westbrook Seminary, pleasant-faced and 
urbane [Harvard 1817] has turned at the steps 
and approaches the girls. His bow is in the best 
manner and his voice very cordial.) 
REV. BRIMBLECOM : Good morning, good morning, Pris-
cilla. This is, I presume, the cousin Candace concerning 
whom we have all been previously informed, I might say 
copiously informed? 
(He has a ready laugh. CANDACE responds, likmg 
him at once.) 
PRISCILLA: There, sir, isn't she just as beautiful as I said 
she was? 
CANDACE (confused) : Really, sir, was ever a child so em-
barrassing to the natural delicacy of female modesty? 
[ 9 ] 
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REV. BRIMBEECOM: Will you think me also embarrassing 
if I say that your youthful admirer has in no way over-
drawn her cousin's charms? 
CANDACE: YOU are most kind, sir, to a visiting female. 
(Bowing.) But pray inform me, sir. What is this cate-
chism that Priscilla remarks upon? 
REV. BRIMBEECOM : Oh, it is not yet finished. I t is par t in 
manuscript and par t selected. I have been laboring over 
it with the assistance of Priscilla here and other young 
minds. 
CANDACE: She pays you the highest of compliments, sir. 
She says it is plain for the children. 
REV. BRIMBEECOM (smilmg) : Hm, yes. I t occurred to me 
that since children were to be asked to learn it, it might 
be well, whatever my more learned colleagues believe, 
to have it simple enough to be understood by children. 
CANDACE (laughing) : An excellent and rare idea! I hope 
it soon comes to print. 
REV. BRIMBEECOM : Thank you. My highest hopes are that 
the state convention of Universalists will accept it. 
Where are you taking your cousin, Priscilla ? 
PRISCIEEA: I am showing her the land that Mr. Oliver 
Buckley and Uncle Zechariah Stevens are going to give 
to build the new school on. 
CANDACE : A school? That was your surprise, then, for our 
morning walk? Will it be called Stevens Plains School? 
REV. BRIMBEECOM: We hope it will be called the West-
brook Seminary — after this town and after a gallant 
gentleman who died most sadly, they say. 
CANDACE : Ah! He was my great-grandfather, sir, Colonel 
Thomas Westbrook. His daughter Elizabeth was my 
grandmother. He left no sons to carry on the name. 
REV. BRIMBEECOM : The Waldrons of Portsmouth! Indeed, 
I recall being told that fact. 
[ 10 ] 
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PRISCIEEA: HOW did he die sadly, Cousin Candace? There 
are tears in your eyes. 
CANDACE : When we are walking home I will tell you. Now 
I want to hear about this carrying forward of his fine 
old name in this new school. 
REV. BRIMBLECOM : We are much exercised about our pro-
ject. We must raise a fund of seven thousand dollars 
among the public spiritual. There is a meeting here at 
my house at eight o'clock this morning, in a few mo-
ments, now. Here come two of our future trustees. 
PRISCILEA : Oh I know them both! The tall one with gloves 
is Mr. Drew of Augusta, and the stouter one making 
gestures is Francis O. J . Smith. My father says he's a 
man beforehand in his ideas and behindhand in his com-
mon sense. 
(As the two approach, deep in conversation, the 
girls make their adieux and go off left.) 
CANDACE: Then, Mr. Brimblecom, when I view the land I 
shall imagine a building. 
PRISCIEEA: Oh I hope it's a square brick building with a 
tower! 
CANDACE : And I hope you are there, sir, as master, to make 
things plain. 
REV. BRIMBEECOM : To make things plain to children is a 
high office. I thank the Colonel's fair descendant. 
PRISCILLA : Oh make haste, Candace, I feel a bounce coming 
on! 
(With elaborate bows and courtesies they part, 
PRISCIEEA bouncing. REV. BRIMBLECOM faces the 
men and awaits their approach.) 
MR. SMITH : I t is an outrage, sir, an outrage! A barbarous 
outrage! 
MR. DREW : What was her story? 
[ 11 ] 
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MR. SMITH: A helpless widow, cheated and deprived and 
then hurled out of competence into dire poverty! A 
female of gentle breeding cast into the poorhouse 
among the vilest scum who create the diseases of our 
communities! 
MR. DREW : I t sounds appalling, Frank. What would you 
do? 
MR. SMITH : Have a home for the respectable poor! Have 
a home for indigent mothers where in comfort they may 
pursue their avocations and expire in self-respect and 
peace! 
REV. BRIMBLECOM : What is it now, Mr. Smith? Inveighing 
against civilization again? 
MR. SMITH : Civilization? We are not even on the fringes of 
a civilization worth the name ! 
MR. DREW : Oh don't be so violent, Frank. Think what we'll 
be in another hundred years, in 1931. 
MR. SMITH: A hundred years? Make it a thousand! Why 
in a hundred years, gentlemen, people in Portland and 
Stevens Plains will only be thinking what I'm thinking 
now. I say we shouldn't have wells and get our water 
by the bucketful. The city should use the new-found 
power of steam to pump water from that great stretch 
of Sebago Lake and pipe it into the houses. What do I 
get for saying so? "Visionary and fool!" Why a hun-
dred years from now they will not even remember that 
we stood embattled over the question of water, it will be 
so common! 
MR. DREW : I t sounds tremendous as an undertaking, 
Frank. But if that is possible, perhaps religion, too, 
will return to larger sources. 
REV. BRIMBLECOM: I see what you mean, Brother Drew. 
Instead of each denomination drawing up its bucket-
ful of truth from the little well each has sunk into the 
great resources of God — 
[ 12 ] 
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MR. DREW : They will perhaps learn that God is good, and 
man his child is also inherently good. 
MR. SMITH : Here come trouble and peace together. 
REV. BBIMBLECOM : Caleb Jones, the Quaker, and Granny 
Tiverton. 
(Enter from right a man in Quaker drab listening 
tolerantly to a tirade from a witch-like old woman 
with a sharp voice. She pauses as she sees the mem-
bers of the group and directs her wrath to them.) 
GRANNY TIVERTON : What are you plotting now, you scorn-
ers of true religion? There is the blood of souls upon 
your garments! You send souls to hell by telling them 
there is no hell! 
MR. JONES : Be quiet, woman! The public street is no place 
for controversy. 
GRANNY TIVERTON (turning as she passes on) : Damnation 
awaits you, brimstone and the everlasting bonfire! 
MR. JONES : Granny, thee does not grant to God the attri-
butes of a gentleman. (Joining tlie men.) Pardon her, 
sirs, and her severities. Age and infirmities sit bitterly 
upon her. 
REV. BRIMBLECOM : There are many hereabouts as bitter 
as she who have not her excuse! 
(GRANNY TIVERTON passes on, muttering. When 
site meets the girls, who now reenter, coming slowly 
from the extreme left, she passes them and stops, 
staring after them. She goes off finally with a men-
acing gesture, as though she hated their youth.) 
MR. DREW : Endless misery, what a doctrine, what a con-
ception of God! How much happier the thought of 
universal reconciliation! 
MR. JONES: I t is such controversies that keep the work of 
God from going on, my friends. God's ways are ways of 
pleasantness and all his paths are peace. 
[ |8 1 
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MR. SMITH : Such happenings as this make one thing sure, 
worthy founders. If this project of ours succeeds and 
we do establish the Westbrook Seminary, it shall be 
upon one condition. I t shall be written into the charter 
that no sectarian teaching shall be permitted. 
MR. JONES : That will make your Seminary like no other in 
New England. 
MR. SMITH : Like no other in the world! And the location, 
Mr. Jones, do you not agree with us that we have 
chosen well? (With sweeping gesture.) On the one side 
the salt waves of the endlessly rolling ocean conspire, 
within the range of the naked eye, with the purifying 
influences of a cordon of lofty mountains on the other 
side to kill a thousand diseases where they give birth 
to one. And thus it is, that this locality is rendered pre-
eminently healthy for the recipients of the school's ad-
vantages. 
MR. JONES: Thee says a true thing, Francis, but not 
simply. But truly, the good wishes of all candid minds 
will be with thee in this project. 
(He hows simply and goes.) 
MR. SMITH: Here comes James Churchill, riding slowly. 
Mark me, sirs, if Portland becomes a city, yonder is 
one of the first men elected to the high office of mayor. 
Now, we shall get ourselves in order. 
REV. BRIMBLECOM : Yes, I am waiting to conduct you in-
side my house. Gentlemen, we are putting our hands to 
the plough. 
(Enter JAMES C. CHURCHILL, on horseback. A serv-
ant appears from the house and takes the horse. 
This is the J. C. Churchill who was the fifth mayor 
of Portland and first President of Westbrook Semi-
nary. ) 
[ I* ] 
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MR. CHURCHILL: Good morning, gentlemen. I fear I am 
unpunctual. I was but fifty minutes from Portland to 
Saccarappa, where I had earlier business, but my 
horse cast a shoe on the way to Stevens Plains and I 
have been forced to walk him the last mile. Messrs. 
Nutter and Winslow are hard behind me, I believe. 
How long were you on the road from Augusta, Brother 
Drew ? 
MR. DREW : I spent only two nights on the way, Brother 
Churchill, last night in Gray. 
MR. CHURCHILL {taking out notebook) : Let us see where 
we have arrived in our decisions. {Reading.) "To peti-
tion the legislature for the right to establish in the town 
of Westbrook in a place called Stevens Plains a literary 
institution called the Westbrook Seminary." {He 
writes as the others suggest items.) 
REV. BRIMBLECOM: T O incorporate in the by-laws our 
determination that no sectarian doctrine shall be per-
mitted to be taught. 
MR. SMITH: T O insure that ministers (begging your par-
don, reverend sirs here present) that ministers shall 
never exceed one-sixth of the total committee of 
trustees. 
MR. DREW : We will admit to the privileges of the Seminary 
students without regard to peculiarities of religious 
belief. 
REV. BRIMBLECOM : Or sex. 
{They all turn toward the girls who now slowly ap-
proach. ) 
MR. SMITH : Certainly females must be admitted if they de-
sire. Sirs, I wish I had with me a volume from my li-
brary written by Daniel Defoe. 
MR. DREW : Your library is the envy of us all, Frank. You 
mean Defoe, he who wrote that matchless tale of a 
desert isle, Robinsoe Crusoe? 
[ 15 ] 
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M R . S M I T H : Yes, but this is on the education of women and 
it was wri t ten sirs, a hundred and th i r ty years ago. H e 
pleads for it , for, says he, if they are all we say they 
are to us in comfort and in charm without being t augh t , 
what would they be had they the advantages of knowl-
edge. 
R E V . BRIMBLECOM : The pettiness of the female mind, I be-
lieve, is not due to n a t u r a l smallness as much as to a 
lack of oppor tun i ty for largeness. 
M R . S M I T H : We know tha t ' s t rue who have marr ied cap-
able women like Junie Ba r t l e t t and General But ter ick 's 
H a r r i e t (this to R E V . B R I M B L E C O M ) but it will take 
another fifty years more of fighting to open the higher 
branches of learning to the female appl icant . Sirs , 
yonder is the cont ras t — the old woman, as warped in 
mind as she is in body, ignorant , embittered. I tell you, 
gentlemen, we must not allow those fair blossoms a p -
proach ing us to decay into such withered and acid 
f ru i t ! 
M R . D R E W : And the answer is education of the mind and 
heart. 
M R . C H U R C H I L L : Who is this lovely female accompanying 
the Stevens child? 
R E V . BRIMBLECOM : T h a t , sir, is the g rea t -g randdaugh te r 
of Colonel Thomas Westbrook. 
(They make way for the girls, and CANDACE, hold-
ing PRISCILLA by the hand, becomes for a moment 
the centre of the group.) 
Miss Waldron , will you accept the greet ing of these 
gentlemen, Messrs. Churchill, Drew and Smith, who 
hope to add honor to an honorable name. 
CANDACE (courtesying very low) : Sirs , I am certain t ha t 
were my grea t -grandfa ther living, enterprizing as he 
was, he would welcome the founding of your liberal 
school and be moved, as I am, a t the using of his name. 
[ 16 ] 
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{They witlidraw toward the steps as she courtesies, 
leaving the two girls at left looking after them.) 
MR. CHURCHILL: We have discussed, waiting here, gen-
tlemen, much of what we intend to do. Let us go in and 
set these things in writing and devise ways to gather 
funds. 
REV. BRIMBLECOM : I have quills and ink and paper all 
upon the table, sirs. 
MR. DREW: YOU, Mr. Churchill, can well serve as our first 
president. 
MR. CHURCHILL: And you, Mr. Smith, as our first treas-
urer. 
MR. SMITH : And you, Samuel Brimblecom, as master when 
the building is ready for its classes. 
(They have gone up the steps during these speeches 
and now go in, closing the door. CANDACE stands 
for a moment, rapt, looking after the founders. 
PRISCILLA pulls at her hand.) 
PRISCILLA: Why are you gazing, Cousin Candace? I t is 
only some youngish men going through a door. 
CANDACE: Because I am seeing a memorable thing, little 
Priscilla. Many great things happen in just this quiet 
way. 
PRISCILLA : There are tears in your eyes. Are you thinking 
again of the gallant gentleman who died so sadly? 
CANDACE: Yes. You see, Priscilla, Colonel Thomas West-
brook was a great man of his time, trusted by the gov-
ernors and a holder of great timber lands. This very 
road we're walking on he made to run between his mills 
when he built them for the making of paper at Sacca-
rappa and Presumpscot. Then through the treachery 
of a partner who showed him no mercy, all was swept 
away. He became overnight a man in direst poverty, 
without property, without means to live. He died short-
ly of a broken heart and so fearful was his wife, my 
[ 17 ] 
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poor great-grandmother, that his enemies would hold 
the body for debt, that in the dead of night she had him 
buried secretly. 
PRISCILLA : And does no one know where? 
CANDACE : No one. 
PRISCILLA : But he has a town named for him, Westbrook. 
CANDACE : And now the new Westbrook Seminary will bear 
his name. Oh I do so honor him, Priscilla, though I 
never saw him! He was a fighter when there was fight-
ing to be done, and he helped the governors to govern 
wisely, and he built up the industries of the land 
through his foresight and his integrity. 
PRISCILLA {bouncing) : Cousin Candace, I feel like wishing 
a wish. 
CANDACE : About the Colonel ? 
PRISCILLA : You say he helped to do whatever needed to be 
done — I wish — you say it. 
CANDACE : The Westbrook spirit in the Westbrook school! 
{They courtesy to the closed door and go off right.) 
OPEN T H E DOOR 
(Tune: How Can I Leave Thee) 
Honor the Founders 
Valiant, the goal they gain. 
Soon Westbrook's walls and tower 
Rise on the plain. 
Westbrook, 'tis '34! 
Open the waiting door. 
To all that lies in store, 
Open the door. 
[ 18 ] 
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Lift the latch reverently, 
No creed shall here find scorn. 
Who knows what hope, what power, 
Shall here be born? 
Westbrook, 'tis '34! 
Open the waiting door. 
To all that lies in store, 
Open the door. 
Truth, moved a century on, 
Still finds thee to the fore; 
Youth keeps thine ageing halls 
Young evermore. 
Westbrook, forego thy fears ! 
Through thrice a hundred years 
In the faith the founders bore, 
Open thy door! 
HIGH H A T AND POKE 
An encounter about 1836, sung and 
danced as an interlude 
He wore a high hat, 
She wore a poke, 
And twice they passed each other 
Before they spoke. 
Mitts she had and parasol, 
A cane he smartly swung, 
This was in the old days, 
When Westbrook was young. 
"Fairest of young females," 
With a bow, said he, 
[ 19 ] 
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"Would you deign to inform me 
"What yon tower may be?" 
Courts'ying she made answer, 
Blushing 'neath the brim, 
Her demure eyes all the while 
Making note of him. 
"That , sir, is the tower 
"Of Seminary Hall." 
"And are young men admitted there 
"To study — or to call?" 
"Young men are always welcomed 
"To study or to call, 
"Not regarding faith or creed — 
"Especially if tall!" 
"Is it, then, a good school?" 
"New, sir, but good." 
"Would you enroll there ?" 
"Indeed, sir, I would." 
"Do you attend there?" 
"Yes, sir, I do." 
"Then pray conduct me 
"To class with you." 
Off came his high hat, 
His arm she took, 
And 'neath the old tower 
Brought him to book. 
This was in the old days, 
Westbrook scarce begun, 
But it shows a later time 
How such things were done. 
[ 20 ] 
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DR. WESTON AND EDWIN GINN 
Time: 1856, Dr. Weston's first administration. 
Place: A classroom in the Seminary building, before science 
laboratories were known. The "philosophical appara-
tus" is for the use of the instructor only, the students 
watching experiments performed for them. 
Persons: Young DR. WESTON, principal of the Seminary. 
EDWIN GINN, a student in distress. 
(Enter Dr. Weston. On a long table, on which are 
books in the sober bindings of the '50's, he tests a 
balance with weights in preparation for an experi-
ment. [This greatly impressed Olive Varney of 
Windham, who records it in her diary of the time.~\ 
Then Dr. Weston picks up a "Geography of the 
Heavens." The cover comes off. With an exclama-
tion of disgust he goes to the glue pot to repair it. 
His back is toward the door as a student, carpet 
bag in hand, enters and removes his hat. He waits 
respectfully at the door.) 
DR. WESTON: IS that you, Edwin Ginn? I left word that 
you would find me here. 
(As the bag clicks to the floor, the Doctor turns 
slightly, takes in the young man's air of departure 
but shows no surprise.) 
Help me hold this binding, will you, Edwin ? 
EDWIN (crossing) : Yes indeed, sir. 
(He helps press the cover into position as Dr. Wes-
ton places a weightuponit and leaves thebooktodry.) 
DR. WESTON : There. Thank you. I am at times greatly an-
noyed at our American-bound textbooks, Edwin. Here 
is an English-bound dictionary. They have better work-
men than we, I fear. 
[ 21 ] 
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EDWIN : The handling of a fine book is a great pleasure, sir. 
I had a little experience in a printer's shop, and ever 
since, sir, the binding, the feel of the paper, the print, 
have been one of my keenest observations, sir. This is 
well done (lifting a hook from the desk) and this, if I 
may venture to appraise it, not so well, sir. (He turns 
the pages of another with less satisfaction.) 
DR. WESTON: Your judgment is correct in each case, 
Edwin. I have often had it in my thoughts that perhaps 
some day there will enter into our books, yes, even into 
these hardly handled books of our classrooms, more il-
lustrations, better typing, a more gracious air, to 
greet and encourage young scholars. 
EDWIN (kindled to forget his errand) : More gracious 
books! What an ideal that is, Dr. Weston, for the 
makers to strive for! 
DR. WESTON : Were you in great haste, Edwin? I have kept 
you talking. 
EDWIN (ill at ease again) : In more haste than I wish I 
were, sir. I am leaving Westbrook Seminary. 
DR. WESTON: YOU have had bad news from Orland? Is 
your brother ill ? 
EDWIN : No one is ill — but I must go. 
DR. WESTON : But my dear young man, you are one of our 
most exemplary scholars. I t would surely not be wise to 
let any small reason stand in the way of the completion 
of your course here. Have you not been happy here? 
EDWIN: Indeed, sir, I have been most happy, and of my 
loyalty you can have no doubt. This is a school that 
takes a student as he comes, finds out what he needs, 
and spares no pains to make sure that he gets it. My 
needs, coming from district schools, were many, and 
they have been most kindly met. My penmanship, sir, 
was laughable when I came. 
[ 22 ] 
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DR. WESTON : Then there remains but one reason, if I may 
presume to take liberties with your private affairs. 
Edwin, is it lack of funds that is forcing you to leave 
these hospitable doors? 
EDWIN : Sir, I am forced to admit that I am at the end of 
my resources. My family can do no more. I had hoped 
to stay on for this term and several more, but it is vain. 
I must go. 
DR. WESTON {after a long moment of thoughtful silence) : 
Edwin, tomorrow I am going to use this piece of philo-
sophical apparatus to show some of my scholars how 
attraction will sometimes overcome weight. When I 
dip this to the surface of a basin of water it will remain 
in spite of the weight I place here against it. I believe 
you are naturally attracted to books and to learning. 
I believe, as a man, you have the qualities that achieve 
success. I believe that Westbrook Seminary can have 
sufficient attraction to hold you against the weight of 
money-scarcity that distresses you at present. 
EDWIN : Do you mean, sir, that ways may be found to en-
able me to stay? 
DR. WESTON: I do, Edwin. Sometimes an institution, like 
a person, is justified in making long-term investments. 
I am going to invest in you. 
EDWIN {eagerly) : Oh tell me, sir, what I may do! 
DR. WESTON : Ways and means are not clear to me yet, but 
surely Westbrook Seminary will find a way to keep a 
student as much in earnest as you are. Surely, if we 
believe in you, we can risk a few months of instruction 
as an investment. 
EDWIN : Dr. Weston, you have lifted a weight from my 
spirits. I shall never forget this. I hope {smiling) that 
I shall pay dividends, as an investment of yours. 
DR. WESTON : Not to me, Edwin. But later, when your re-
sources are large, let your gratitude be large. 
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EDWIN: I assure you, sir, granted the means, my remem-
brance shall not be niggardly.* 
(They clasp hands. DR. WESTON smiles genially at 
the young man.) 
DR. WESTON : And when, as an older man, a great name in 
American business, perhaps, you return in coach and 
four to view this old Seminary building — 
EDWIN (smiling back as the vision comes) : I shall rein in 
my prancing steeds and enter the old door humbly. I 
shall be saying: This good old school, that had faith in 
me until I could have faith in myself! 
DR. WESTON : I believe you will, Edwin Ginn. 
EDWIN : And now, sir, how can I serve you? 
DR. WESTON (with sudden inspiration) : Go to our worthy 
writing master and say to him that you are to be his 
assistant this term. Next year, when he retires, as he has 
advised me is his intention, you are to teach penman-
ship in his stead. 
EDWIN : Thank you again, sir. (He pauses at the door to 
stoop for the bag.) 
DR. WESTON: NO, leave the bag here for the present, 
Edwin. I t will be a long time before you need it. 
(EDWIN goes out. DR. WESTON thoughtfully gath-
ers up his books and papers and departs.) 
* Edwin Ginn later became a liberal benefactor of Westbrook. 
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EPISODE III 
T H E SAVING OF ALL SOULS' SPIRE 
Time: Early in September, 1867. 
Place: The campus of Westbrook Seminary. An afternoon 
levee. 
Persons: ORISSA, a busy member of the student committee 
with notable curls. 
FREDDIE, a seven year old sea captain's son, living at 
the Seminary while his father sails to Madagascar. 
FERNANDO, Carlos Rodriguez-Garcia, a Spanish sailor 
studying at Westbrook between voyages. 
SAMUEL, general student director of arrangements, 
not happy over Orissa's marked admiration of the 
foreigner. 
i young lady students who sing and play the 
f guitar. 
MATTIE J 
HARRY, SALLIE, A L , NED, etc., students at the levee, 
some in Union blue. 
^graduates of another day. 
ROSILLA 
DR. MCCOLLISTER, principal in 1867. 
ALBION, a graduate who went to Texas in the fifties. 
CHARLES EMERSON of 9669 who came back from service 
to graduate. 
JAKE, a negro servant brought back from the South. 
GENERAL HERSEY, speaker of the day who is inter-
rupted. 
Students, faculty and graduates ad lib. for the levee. 
(The scene shows the student committee at work in 
the forenoon getting the lawn of Westbrook Semi-
nary ready for the levee of the afternoon. Two long 
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tables are already in place for the refreshments — 
lemonade and muster gingerbread. These have white 
cloths. Several small tables are set about with chairs 
near them. 
(Enter ORISSA, a charming, capable person with 
curls. She wears a fetching pinafore to work in. Be-
hind her, carrying still another table, follows a tall, 
dark, older man, wearing sideburns and a sailor cos-
tume. His cap is small with a brilliant pompom, 
after the fashion of foreign sailors. 
(ORISSA counts the tables. On the one nearest the 
front sits an empty paint pail.) 
ORISSA : One, two, three, four — and t h a t for the lemonade 
and t h a t for the gingerbread. Set t h a t one, Mr . Garc ia 
(Gar-see-ah) a t the front , here. 
F E R N A N D O : For -ward of these, Senori ta ? 
ORISSA: Yes. M y land, look a t t h a t old pa in t pail r ight on 
t h a t clean tab le! Where 's t h a t Freddie? 
(She looks off right where, in sight of the audience, 
a small red-headed boy is trudging away with his 
arms full of paint pots.) 
Freddie ! (calling louder) Fredde-e-e-! (No answer 
from the boy.) Freddie-e-e-I (To the sailor) You shout, 
Mr . Garcia . Use t ha t sea-going voice of yours and get 
the little vidian back here. 
F E R N A N D O : Ahoy-oy. (His voice is tremendous and the 
boy halts.) Ahoy, Senor Capi tan. Come about and take 
on the rest of your car-go. 
F R E D D I E : In a minute, Nandy . 
ORISSA : H e shouldn't call you Nandy , t h a t nickname! 
F E R N A N D O : I wish you would not call me Meester, Mi ' 
Rissi ta . I am no officer. 
ORISSA : I know, but you ' re so much older, and have seen so 
much more of the rest of the world than we have. 
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FERNANDO : Ah, si, amiga mia. I am older, and I look so. 
I am also a foreigner from a far country, Spain, and I 
look so. But for those things, nothing I have seen in 
the world would keep me from carrying you away for 
my own on the next ship that leaves this port. 
{He takes her hand.) 
ORISSA: Are you Spaniards such sudden people? 
FERNANDO : Sudden — but not soon — to change. We stan' 
by. Ah, why do I think of Spain when I look in your 
face which is not a face of Spain? My Spain is so beau-
tiful— not like this pale New England of yours — so 
beautiful! Mi' Rissita, you are beautiful, also. That is 
why I think of you together. 
(He still keeps her hand.) 
FREDDIE: Cast off, there, you two, cast off! (He startles 
them by his nearness.) Here, help me come alongside. 
ORISSA (a little shrill in her confusion) : Don't you bring 
any more of those awful old buckets over here, Freddie. 
FERNANDO: Look, chico, you are too much down by the 
head, mucho. For a captain's son who is far away you 
do not bear high the family reputation. See how you 
distribute your car-go. 
FREDDIE {rattling dozen the pails) : My father would cuss 
a little, wouldn't he? But this livin' with the girls in the 
girls' dormitory is weakenin' for a man! 
ORISSA : La, now, silly! You live like a prince. You don't 
even make your own bed. 
FREDDIE : Why should I? I can get anything done for a few 
kisses. 
FERNANDO {roaring with amusement) : Is that how it is 
done, diablito? A Turkish Sultan with a harem, eh? 
Ha-ha! 
ORISSA {freezingly) : Mis-ter Garcia! I t was to avoid the 
vulgarity of the rough talk among the boys that he 
was put among the girls. 
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FERNANDO : I t is too late, very much too late, mucho! 
That boy was raised at sea. All that is safe to do now 
— is to remove the senoritas. Ha-ha! 
FREDDIE: That 's right, Nandy. They better take the girls 
away 's soon as they can. 
ORISSA : There, see what you make of an innocent child! 
FREDDIE: Are you going to graduate from this school, 
Nandy ? 
ORISSA : Don't call him that queer nickname, Freddie, please. 
FREDDIE: Well, Mr. Fernando Carlos Rodriguez-Garcia 
(see, Miss !) do you mean to graduate from this school? 
FERNANDO : I t will not be possible, chico. I must soon go to 
sea again. 
FREDDIE: Just as well. I don't think I'd want a diploma 
from here. Do you know what's on 'em? Westbrook 
Seminary and Female College. Can you see that framed 
hangin' in the cap'n's cabin? 
FERNANDO : Well, all we can do now is to take the young 
ladies away and build them another house to live in. 
ORISSA : Oh, do you know, really that's what we hope for in 
a year or two ? Now, Freddie, will you tell me what you 
are doing with paint buckets in September? 
FREDDIE : Ta r buckets, Orissa, tar buckets! Tar-bucket 
night, tar-bucket night! (He rattles the collection till 
she covers her ears.) 
ORISSA: Yes, but tar-bucket night is Washington's Birth-
day — five months from now. Take that mess away! 
FREDDIE: Yes, and your old levee is hours away. Guess I 
needn't hurry! 
ORISSA : Oh Freddie! Why are you behaving so, today. Usu-
ally you're such a helpful fellow. 
FREDDIE (seeing that she is serious) : Oh, Rissa, I don't mean 
to be mean, but I feel funny. Here's a kiss for nothing. 
(Turning to the sailor) Don't you feel som'pins go in' to 
happen, Nandy? Don't you feel queer? It 's in the air, 
like at sea. f 28 1 
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FERNANDO (looking at the sky) : I t isn't the lad, Orissa. 
There is a big wind on the way. I can smell it, like at 
sea, as Freddie says. When there is a big wind coming 
I have noticed that animals and children and ships — 
as you say — act up. 
ORISSA: Oh dear, I hope it won't spoil the levee. We've 
planned so much — all the returned soldiers and the 
music and the out-of-town graduates and all! 
FERNANDO : We will have warning, do not fear. I t may be 
many hours away. Now, chico, we will go stow those tar 
buckets. If that hurricane should strike us br-oad-
side — 
FREDDIE: Gosh, wouldn't that be fun, Nandy? I was never 
in a big wind on the land. Think what you could see go 
tearin' by! Clothes off clotheslines and shingles and 
ladders ! Maybe the other fellows' ta r buckets would all 
blow my way. Whee! And the new steeple on the new 
All Souls' Church! (He makes himself a steeple by rais-
ing his arms above his head and rocking.) Wooo! 
Crash! Wouldn't that be the jeezliest sight! 
FERNANDO: Run along now, diablito, or they will say I 
teach you to swear! 
(FREDDIE disappears around a corner, clanking the 
tar buckets.) 
ORISSA (looking toward All Souls9) : Heavens, Fernando, 
I'm trembling when I think of it! That steeple on the 
new church isn't more than half done. I t would come 
down like a piece of staging. 
FERNANDO : Not half finished, is it? Well, we would do what 
we could. 
ORISSA : What is that? 
FERNANDO : We would — stay it, and hold on. 
ORISSA : I don't want anything to happen to that spire. It 's 
of wood but they say it's as handsome as some Old-
World spires of stone. 
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F E R N A N D O : Oh the cathedral spires of Spain, Orissa, would 
you not like to see them? B u t this is very good, I can 
see. 
ORISSA : Yes, I should like to see the spires of Spain, Fe r -
nando. I like high things — I mean things to lift your 
thoughts to — ships ' masts and steeples and Bible 
texts . I like the thought of a spire high over Westbrook 
Campus. 
F E R N A N D O : Your mind is full of nice thoughts always, Mi ' 
Rissi ta . 
ORISSA : I sn ' t t h a t what I 'm here a t the Seminary for, to 
find nice thoughts to take away? 
F E R N A N D O : M y nicest thought I shall take away is you, 
Mi ' Rissi ta . 
ORISSA : Pe rhaps you will reach high places, Fernando . 
F E R N A N D O (laughing) : I t may very likely come to pass — 
at the t o p of the mast , haul ing in the skys'l . No , I shall 
never become a learned man. Bu t one th ing I have 
learned for all my life — there will never be any woman 
in my life who does not have curly hair . 
ORISSA (laughing and pulling her hands from him) : Must 
it be real or pinned on? Don ' t get fooled. Here comes a 
whole handful of choices. 
(Enter A N N I E , LIZZIE and M A T T I E , the latter's hair 
extremely straight. The other two have curls, hut 
not like ' R I S S A . ) 
A N N I E : I sn ' t this a busy committee! 
L I Z Z I E : W h y stand ye here idle? 
M A T T I E : Yes, while you ' re resting, why don ' t you go where 
the excitement is? 
F E R N A N D O : You mean all t h a t c la t ter of horses we hear up 
and down Stevens Plains Avenue? 
ORISSA : So tha t ' s where everybody disappeared to , instead 
of helping with the tables ! 
A N N I E : Y O U remember the horse t ha t came to the Deacon? 
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LIZZIE: The little red one that nobody claimed? 
MATTIE : With the white nose ? 
ORISSA: Yes, what of it? 
A N N I E : Well, you ought to see it go. It 's going to be the 
fastest thing absolutely that ever raced on Stevens 
Plains. 
MATTIE : But that isn't the most important news. Just look 
at my hair. It'll never be any different, now — 
LIZZIE: Yes, Esmeraldy got the hairdresser and kept him 
hours. 
MATTIE: And I'm the twelfth after her in line! I might as 
well go to a horse race and forget my sorrows. 
( Enter SAMUEL. He has a whip and has been riding.) 
SAMUEL: Well, that is one fast little mare, the Deacon's! 
ANNIE : You ride like Jehu, anyway, Sam. 
MATTIE: And look how his hair curls, after all that! I t 
isn't fair. A boy doesn't mind. 
SAMUEL: All your hair's going to curl before night, girls. 
LIZZIE : What do you mean? 
ANNIE: What do you mean, Sam? 
SAMUEL (with an air of bearing big news) : Telegraph dis-
patches. Terrific wind coming. Biggest wind known. 
(ORISSA and FERNANDO exchange glances.) 
MATTIE : Awful! It 's only a year since Portland burned in 
a big wind. 
ORISSA: Mr. Garcia was just saying one was due. 
SAMUEL : Garcia! Knew ahead of the dispatches by tele-
graph, I suppose! 
FREDDIE (reentering) : Yes, he did, and so would you, if 
you'd ever been to sea. 
SAMUEL : I've been learning my ABC's on the land, unfortu-
nately. 
ORISSA : Don't be so hateful, Sam ! 
SAMUEL: Well, what were you here alone with him for, 
listening to his prophecying? 
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ORISSA: Hm, you're general director of this affair. Where 
were you ? 
SAMUEL : Oh, it's hours early yet. 
FERNANDO : I t is not early, if you will listen to me, young 
people. I see that you have never seen a big wind. But 
you will, this time. Now I do not wish to seem to be giv-
ing orders from the fo'castle, especially in the presence 
of Senor the general director but — how many horses 
have you ready to ride, out there in the road ? 
SAMUEL (sulkily) : Six. What's that got to do with the 
levee ? 
ORISSA : I see what he's getting a t ! Ride about over the town 
and tell the people to come early, and go before the 
wind comes. 
FERNANDO : Thank you, Orissa, that is what I do mean. 
Most of the guests from other places are here already, 
are they not? 
ANNIE: Heaps of Portland people and Stroudwater and 
Saccarappa folks are planning to come. 
FERNANDO : Come when, at four this afternoon? 
LIZZIE : That was the hour set. 
ORISSA : We can't postpone it. Invited guests can stay only 
today. We must have it, even indoors. 
FERNANDO : Well, get your horses, have your people come. 
Start at two and get them away before the gale begins 
to blow. 
ORISSA: Don't be stubborn, Sam. That's sensible advice. 
SAMUEL : I don't have to take orders. 
FREDDIE : Neither does the wind, Sam. You better move. 
SAMUEL: I'll have to see what Dr. M'Collister's idea is 
about all this. I wish somebody'd tie up my horse. 
FREDDIE : I'll do that for you. 
SAMUEL : I wonder if you know which end, you little lime-
juicer. 
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F E R N A N D O : I will tell you in your own language , Freddie . 
T h e pa in t e r is on the bow-end. No stern line. W a t c h 
out for the h ' is t ing gea r — aft . 
( F R E D D I E , laughing, follows S A M U E L out.) 
F E R N A N D O : Now whatever is heavy to be done, you tell me 
and I will do it while you sehori tas go to dinner. Tell 
the cook to keep the coffee po t on the galley stove for 
me. 
(The young ladies withdraw, the sailor places more 
chairs or settees, whatever will he needed for the 
next scene. When he goes the stage is left vacant 
for a little to indicate the passage of time.) 
S C E N E T W O 
(Girls who are to serve take their places behind the 
tables. There must be some cake baskets on stand-
ards, as well as plates, of the muster gingerbread, 
and some heavy goblets for the lemonade. 
(Enter, first of all, two earlier graduates, M E L I N D A 
and ROSILLA. They are somewhat before the other 
comers, but as their conversation nears its end, 
other groups enter to stand or sit about the tables, 
each dominating a moment as their conversation 
is heard.) 
M E L I N D A : This is good muster gingerbread. Made of B a r -
badoes molasses, though. I like New Orleans, myself, 
but get it if you can, since the war. 
R O S I L L A : W h y , I was even driven to cooking with honey 
out of our own hives. Remember how Mr . Alvin Dins-
more, Mr . Brimblecom's ass is tant , used to tell us the 
Romans never had any sugar . I felt sorrier 'n ever for 
the Roman mat rons when I t r ied to cook with t h a t 
gummy stuff! 
M E L I N D A : I always get my refreshments r ight away. Once 
I was a t a ga ther ing where I saw the minister given an 
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empty plate. He went from one set to another talkin' 
to everybody and pretty soon they took away the plate. 
There hadn't been a morsel on it. I don't ever want that 
to happen to me. 
ROSILLA: My land, no. Seems if you get a little food inside 
you, }'ou can stand some of the things you have to listen 
to at gatherings. I hope the General won't be long-
winded. 
MELINDA : Don't use that word, this afternoon, Rosilla. I 
said to Ezra, wind or no wind — when the word come 
that the levee was to be earlier — wind or no wind, 
pears or no pears, I'm goin' right along. He wouldn't 
come on account of strippin' the trees of pears, fear of 
the wind. I do like a gatherin' of this kind, I said to 
him. It 's where you can talk like a family. 
ROSILLA : Do you set much store by that telegraph dispatch 
business? I t don't seem natural they could tell so far 
ahead about just wind. I t might veer oft* and go to 
England, mightn't it? „ 
MELINDA : Oh, I don't half believe they can tell so far ahead 
— but I wore my second best hat — in case. 
ROSILLA: Millinery has certainly changed since we were 
girls here. Do you remember our poke bonnets ? 
MELINDA : I remember one I had for "She Stoops to Con-
quer." That was the first play, must have been, ever 
given in Seminary building. I t had rosebuds under the 
rim. I mean the bonnet did. 
(At right, a shy girl is being offered a red banana.) 
ZILPAH : No, Harry, no, thank you. No. What is it, Harry? 
HARRY : It 's called a banana. Do try one. 
ZILPAH : No. We-11. (She bites through without removing 
peeling.) Horrid, bitter thing! I'm sure I shall never 
like them. 
HARRY : You must learn. That's one thing you come to 
school for is to learn, isn't it? Well, can't you learn a 
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banana as well as a lesson? See, i t ' s like a book. T a k e 
the cover off first. There , half for you, and half for me, 
for teaching you. 
(Enter F R E D D I E , followed by two elder boys who 
hold a baseball over his head, out of reach.) 
F R E D D I E : Le t me have it. I t ' s for rounders . 
A L : No , not for rounders nor three ol' ca t , me lad. T h a t ' s 
a baseball. No more going round for ever, no sir. 
N E D : W h a t is the limit, three strikes and out ? I 've s truck 
out seventeen times in rounders . 
A n : No more of t h a t foolishness. There 's a diamond and 
three bases and nine innings to the game. 
F R E D D I E (possessing himself of the trophy in their absorp-
tion in conversation) : H e a r , hear , ladies and gentle-
men. Here ' s the first baseball ever seen in capt ivi ty in 
Maine. H e a r , hea r ! 
ORISSA: Here comes the band, Sam. You got your ban jo , 
Ma t t i e and Lizzie? Freddie , Mr . Garc ia is way back up 
there. You go keep him company. WTe're going to begin. 
(The band plays, the crowd seats itself in orderly 
rows and D R . M C Co LEISTER rises and rings a bell.) 
D R . M C C O L L I S T E R : Fr iends of the school, we are very much 
gratified to see so many of you here a t this , our first 
Seminary affair of the new school year , 1867. Especial-
ly does this show your interest in t h a t we asked you to 
come earlier than the hour set, af ter the dispatches 
came. You have responded most amiably and we t rus t 
you will go away well repaid. 
We have unique oppor tun i ty today to hear from 
gradua tes of other years who have gone on into s t range 
adventures. Many can be with us today and today only. 
Since General Hersey, who is to be our outside speaker, 
has an engagement for this earlier hour in Por t l and , we 
have decided to go on with the informal p a r t of our 
p r o g r a m first. Th i s , I can assure you, has been pi< 
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pared with much care by the students in charge. I now 
turn over our family program, as it were, to our stu-
dent general director, Samuel. 
SAMUEL : There are present in the student body, or recent-
ly graduated from the new church (this brings a laugh) 
several men who broke away from student life to fight 
for the Union and free the slave. They amuse us often 
with songs remembered out of camp and battle. We 
have asked them to get into their uniforms and sing for 
all of you this afternoon. 
(Four or more men in Union blue sing songs.) 
SAMUEL: Mr. Charles Emerson will now repeat for us 
some of his war reminiscences that made his graduation 
essay so memorable last June. 
(Mr. Emerson reads, or the paper mag be read by 
a student.) 
SAMUEL: We will now turn to the sentimental past. A 
group of students of the fairer and frailer sex will sing 
some old ballads that will be familiar to the ears of all 
graduates who knew the earlier days of this institution. 
(A group of girls sing with great sentiment, songs 
of the 40'$ and 50'$.) 
SAMUEL: One of the class of '55 who went away to the 
southwest has been experiencing in that far away 
Texas so recently our own, a life quite unlike that of 
his classmates who stayed in New England. He is here 
to speak to us and, I hope, to sing. Our long absent 
Albion. 
ALBION (coming forward in cowboy costume) : I'm wear-
ing this get-up, folks, because I brought it home to 
show my sisters and because Dr. McCollister asked me 
to wear it here. New England looks good to me, I want 
to say. They tell me I've learned to roll my r's. Folks, 
you've got to learn to roll something out there in that 
big country. If you stayed still, you'd die of loneliness. 
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Only men that have followed the sea can have any idea 
how big it is out there — all that great unclaimed 
country the covered wagons passed through on their 
way out to the far west. Into my state you could put 
all New England twice over. We're 800 miles by 800 
miles in dimensions, down there. 
I live on horseback, ridin' ridin'. Sometimes it's Indians, 
sometimes it's just trailin' cattle. Sometimes I live a 
thousand years in a week. Sometimes I live ten years 
to the minute. I t gets lively out there when the guns 
crack. But I musn't get to spinnin' yarns. I told Dr. 
McCollister I'd sing some of the cow puncher songs 
we sing out there. They all have a kind of ridin' 
rhythm, I guess. 
(He sings one or two,) 
SAMUEL: Some of the songs that have been brought back 
out of the South are the songs of the slaves. One of our 
young ladies has learned to sing several of these. 
(LIZZIE sings, accompanying on her banjo. As she 
reaches the first line of the chorus a rich negro voice 
from the rear takes up the melody, making it rolling 
and southern.) 
LIZZIE (holding up her banjo) : Oh it's Jake. Please come 
forward and help me sing these. I have never been in 
the south and I cannot make them ring as you do. 
SAMUEL: This is Captain Stebbitt's groom, brought north 
after Appomattox. 
(LIZZIE plays and JAKE sings.) 
STUDENT: Dance for us, too, Jake. Go on. 
( JAKE dances a negro dance.) 
SAMUEL: That reminds me. We have with us this year a 
man who has sailed the seven seas. I haven't asked him, 
but I should think he could do us a hornpipe and sing 
a chantey for us. Mr. Fernando Carlos Rodriguez-
Gar cfa. 
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ORISSA: Oh, Sam, is t h a t kind? 
F E R N A N D O : I am sorry , Sehor director , but I cannot. 
D R . M C C O L L I S T E R : We should enjoy it very much, Mr . 
Garc ia . 
F E R N A N D O : A thousand apologies to you, Senor President . 
S A M U E L : Haven ' t you your nerve with you on land, Garcia ? 
F E R N A N D O : I have only a sailor's kind of nerve, Senor 
Samuel. I cannot dance for this crowd — no, not if I 
am shot for mutiny. 
{There is an awkward pause in which one senses 
something unpleasant between S A M U E L and his re-
luctant performer.) 
F R E D D I E : I 'll do your hornpipe for you. I 'll sing Sacca-
r a p p a , too. 
D R . M C C O L L I S T E R : This , friends, is Capta in Jonadab ' s 
son, left with us while he and his wife are coast ing to 
Madagasca r . 
( F R E D D I E dances and sings. As he stops there is a 
blare of cornets. Everybody rises and the General 
enters in full regalia.) 
D R . M C C O L L I S T E R : There is little need to introduce our dis-
tinguished visitor. His o r a to ry is well known. Indeed, he 
has been called the Webster of the 60's ; General Hersey. 
{The General rises, places his left hand in his chest-
buttons and begins, as the audience seats itself.) 
G E N . H E R S E Y : Westbrook Seminary, I salute the school 
t h a t was, in the persons of alumni here p resen t ; I 
salute both the present and the future in the student 
body here present . 
Ladies and gentlemen: When we look back down the 
roar ing holocaust of the internecine conflict but re-
cently brought to a conclusion and behold the sun of 
prosper i ty once more beginning to rise toward — 
{There is a loud crash, the sound of loose timbers 
blown together. Instantly the levee breaks up. There 
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are orders to take in the chairs. Cries from the 
ladies that their hats are gone. Some few of the 
chairs are hurried indoors. More are left as the 
crowd concentrates on tlie fate of the spire.) 
CROWD : I t ' s the spire, the sp i re! 
ORISSA: Fe rnando , where a re you? 
D R . M C C O L L I S T E R : Be calm, ladies and gentlemen. There 
are horses. See, they will be sufficient to hold the spire. 
ORISSA: M r . Forbes had them ready, two teams of them. 
They must be s t rong enough to hold. 
M A T T I E : The boss carpenter will go up with the rope? 
ORISSA : Yes, and then they will be able to s tay it to trees 
and the horses. 
LIZZIE : See it sway. I t will fling off any man who tries to 
go up . 
D R . M C C O L L I S T E R : They cannot find anyone to go up . 
Even the boss carpenter cannot a t t empt it. 
F E R N A N D O {stepping to the front) : I will go, Doctor . 
S A M U E L : I 'll go. I 'm a good climber. 
F E R N A N D O {clamping a large hand on the younger man's 
shoulder) : You will not go, young man. Nobody doubts 
t ha t you are brave, but you could not live two minutes 
twenty feet up from the ground. I have too much 
loyal ty to this old school to send some of its future to 
certain death, like t ha t . 
ORISSA: W h a t about yourself, Fe rnando? 
F E R N A N D O : If any man can live up there , I can. 
ORISSA : Oh Sam, shake hands with him before he risks his 
life. 
S A M U E L : Mr . Garc ia , she's r ight . I 've been darned small 
and I 'm darned sor ry . 
F E R N A N D O : You are a smar t boy. If the spire comes down 
and me with it, I want to say this. If I come down with-
out the spire it is j u s t as t rue . I can never have Orissa. 
I know tha t . Bu t you cannot have her either — not un-
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less you r-ripen into something good for her to live 
with. A good woman must have a man to live with. 
Wish me luck. 
ORISSA : My hand, too, Fernando. 
FERNANDO : Did you not say yourself, I should go to high 
places? I go. Give me your nice thoughts, Mi' Rissita. 
I shall then be safe. 
ORISSA : Oh yes, yes ! 
FERNANDO : Ay, ay, sir. Give me the rope. 
ORISSA : Oh, I cannot look, Sam. I can't bear to watch. 
FREDDIE : I'll stay right by you, 'Rissa. Lean on me and 
shut your eyes. When there's any news, I'll tell you. 
(A hush falls. There are gusts of wind of great 
ferocity. Occasionally the crowd, in a pause, is 
heard to draw in its breath sharply or to cry out 
more sharply still.) 
FREDDIE : He's off the staging, into the steeple. 
SAMUEL : A-h. I thought he'd lost his balance that time. 
FREDDIE : Fifty feet up. Good sailor, Garcia! 
SAMUEL : Lord, I thought he was gone again, but no, he's 
all right. 
(Again the hush. A moment's calm in the wind. A 
last terrified outcry of men and women's voices.) 
FERNANDO (heard distinctly) : Haul away, below there. 
All fast aloft. 
CROWD: He's done it, he's done it. Garcia has saved All 
Souls' Spire. 
FREDDIE : Orissa, look up. He'll be down safe soon. There, 
he's at the staging again. 
SAMUEL : There, he's all safe now, thank God! 
ORISSA : Oh tell the band to play. Tell them to play. 
(As the band strikes up "Hail the Conquering 
Hero," Garcia, his clothes in tatters, appears, to be 
rushed by the crowd and carried off triumphantly.) 
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EPISODE IV 
T H E STRIKE OF T H E YOUNG LADIES 
Time: 1886, Dr. Weston's second administration. 
Place: The Principal's office in Hersey Hall. 
Persons: JESSIE, DORA, WINNIFRED, LEUELLA, HESTER, 
MARCIA, AZURA, EVY — eight senior girls who repre-
sent the entire feminine student body. 
DR. WESTON, thirty years after Episode II . 
Miss DEBORAH MORTON, Preceptress. 
(The Principal's office has the usual high ho oh cases 
along the walls. There is a class picture, a classical 
bust, the inevitable globe on a cast-iron standard. 
A long table occupies the center bach. The Prin-
cipal's chair and writing materials are at one end. 
The young rebels, some of them none too calm, enter 
and group themselves at the opposite end of the 
table. They watch the door near the Principals 
chair.) 
EVY : I do wish Dr. Weston would come at once! 
AZURA: IS your courage oozing, my dear? 
JESSIE : Don't talk that way. Do you realize that perhaps 
this has never been done in the world before? Did you 
ever hear or read of a woman's strike? We'll be famous, 
maybe. 
HESTER: Yes, maybe, if we survive as something more than 
dust spots on the office carpet! 
JESSIE : Pooh! We'll be listened to, never fear. I've known 
Dr. Weston since I was a tiny girl, and he's the fairest 
man alive. 
MARCIA : I'm sort of shivery. 
DORA: Set your teeth, then, and think of what we have 
endured. 
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L L U E E L A : My blood boils a t the way the boys are allowed 
to do what we are forbidden! 
W I N N I F R E D : Imagine, j u s t imagine, those boys walking 
by with town girls , j u s t to mock a t us poor female 
shut-ins on the campus! 
H E S T E R : I know Dr . Weston is fair-minded, but I do wish 
he would wake up to the fact t h a t this is A. D. 1886. We 
girls a ren ' t like those demure damsels t h a t courtesied 
here in 1836. The world has moved. 
A Z U R A : Goodness knows I shall never go strong-minded 
and want to speak in public or any th ing unwomanly 
like t h a t , bu t I do believe I can take care of myself in 
dayl ight as fa r as Morri l l ' s Corner! 
E V Y : None of us has any higher aspira t ions than to pre-
side over a lovely home. But how are we to found a home 
if we are never allowed any social freedom? This chival-
rous pro tec t ion! 
MARCIA : Yes, there 's a da rk side to this chivalry business, 
and, as usual , tha t ' s the woman's side. 
{They laugh.) 
DORA : Do you know, I think Miss Mor ton is on our side. 
J E S S I E : I suspect t ha t , too, though she knows nothing of 
this p ro tes t of ours . Sh-h! I hear Dr . Weston in the 
hall. Now, Winnifred, our cause is in your hands. All of 
you be firm. We'll win. 
{Enter an older D R . W E S T O N . He halts, surprised, 
with his hand on the knob.) 
D R . W E S T O N : W h a t , all you older girls ? Are you assembled 
to ask me something? 
W I N N I F R E D : W e have come to tell you something, Dr . 
Weston. W e have come to strike, all the girls. 
D R . W E S T O N {sitting down in amazement in the chair by 
the table) : T o strike, all the girls? 
W I N N I F R E D : Yes, we have resolved not to obey the present 
unjus t rules t h a t discriminate so harshly in favor of 
the boys.
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DR. WESTON: Who thought this up? {Looking at JESSIE.) 
ALL : We all did. 
WINNIFRED : We have come to say that for one week we 
shall disregard the present regulations. We shall come 
and go as we think best from the campus, our own 
sense of propriety being our guide until the Principal 
and Faculty take action to release the young ladies of 
Westbrook Seminary and Female College into some-
thing more like equality with the men. We are resolved. 
DR. WESTON : Marcia, fetch Miss Morton. Do you each 
mean to stand by this statement of your spokesman? 
{The Principal names each in turn and they reply 
"Yes" in firm tones. As the list is completed MARCIA 
ushers in Miss MORTON, Preceptress.) 
DR. WESTON {rising) : Miss Morton, have you known any-
thing of this resolve of the young ladies to strike for 
more lenient rules ? 
Miss MORTON : No, Dr. Weston. In most cases I have the 
confidence of the young women. I know nothing of this, 
but I must own, to be quite frank, that I am in sym-
pathy. I have long thought some of our protective rules 
too strict for our girls. They are, with very few ex-
ceptions, capable and womanly in their conduct. They 
would not abuse a larger freedom. 
{The girls suppress little exclamations of delight 
at this reinforcement from official quarters.) 
DR. WESTON : This gathers new force from the opinion of 
the Preceptress. Young ladies, I will call a special 
meeting of the faculty to consider the matter. It is 
quite unprecedented. Neither at Westbrook nor at 
Lombard has such a situation come to my judgment. 
Young ladies, I will leave you to your Preceptress until 
this serious question is adjusted. 
{He bores himself out. TJie girls flock about Miss 
MORTON, their pent-up excitement overflowing.) 
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DORA : Oh, Miss Morton, weren't you a precious to say that 
for us! 
MARCIA: You're a brick, Miss Morton. 
WINNIFRED : What you said was wonderful, Miss Morton. 
JESSIE : What you said for us was wonderful, too, Winn. 
Miss MORTON : Tell me your plans. 
JESSIE : We shan't do one thing that could call down criti-
cism upon us, Miss Morton. 
LLUELLA : You know you can trust us to be ladies, but we 
are going where we please, when we please, for this 
whole week to come. 
Miss MORTON: Very well. Do just what you said you 
would. Be dignified about it. You mean i t ; then act it. 
I shall expect you to use discretion and common sense 
and so convince the whole faculty, as you have me, that 
you possess those qualities. 
HESTER : All we ask is a chance to exercise our discretion. 
JESSIE : You trust us, Miss Morton; we won't fail you, ever, 
after this. 
Miss MORTON : Let me see you put this through worthily. 
Good bye. 
(She goes.) 
E V Y : Anybody got a little rice powder in her room? My 
face is uncomfortably moist. 
DORA : Careful now, Evy. Don't start using cosmetics! 
AZURA: I wish my heart would calm down! 
JESSIE: Three cheers for what we've gained so far! Girls, 
the strike is on, the great girls' strike at Westbrook 
Seminary — 
WINNIFRED : Conceived in the liberty of the sexes and dedi-
cated to the proposition — 
DORA: That girls are safe in daylight off campus. Come on 
now and show the august faculty we mean — 
JESSIE : Freedom, not licence. Lead on, Macduff! 
(They go out.) 
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EPISODE V 
T H E OLD TOWER SEES A VICTORY 
Time: A May afternoon in the mid-nineties, after the 
eighth inning of the Hebron-Westbrook baseball game. 
Place: The Holding Reading Room, first floor west, Her-
sey Hall. 
Persons: IDA, MARION, ALICE, MOLLY, DELLA — girl stu-
dents at the Seminary. 
CARL, STEVE, COUSENS — boy students. 
DR. WHITMAN, Principal. 
{Enter IDA and MARION. They are dressed in waists 
xvith high collars, and long skirts. Before they take 
off their hats they remove the long hatpins. They 
sit fanning themselves with the broad expanses of 
straw.) 
IDA : I'm sorry that Hebron pitcher twisted his ankle, with 
no substitutes along, but I'm grateful for a little time 
out. Did you ever see a game with no scoring clear up 
to the ninth ? 
MARION : The boys don't get practice enough to play well, 
here. Dear me, isn't this hot for May? I suppose I'd 
feel frightfully undressed without a collar on, but 
honestly, Ida, sometimes I wish I could take the scissors 
and slash clear to my collar bone. 
IDA: Wouldn't we look queer with our throats exposed? 
But really, my right ear is nearly sawed off by this 
wire support. Clothes aren't comfortable things, any-
way. 
MARION : Oh, to be a Roman in a tunic! Well, perhaps our 
granddaughters won't feel they have to wear three 
starched petticoats. And I have feelings, sometimes, 
that a hat should resemble a head. Look at that ! 
{Holding up hat.) 
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IDA : The heat makes you critical. I like these hats and I 
think the new fluted brims are fascinating. 
MARION (going to window and looking out) : There's the 
lovely old tower out there against the sky, just as it's 
looked for sixty years. 
IDA: I get a thrill, too, when I think of it at all, the 
quaint life it used to know, and now all these modern 
things — bicycles and electric cars and baseball games. 
Do you suppose, as people say, that somebody will fly 
over that old tower in the 1900's? 
MARION : Anything may happen in a brand-new century. 
(Enter DR. WHITMAN. He is greeted with evident 
pleasure by the girls.) 
IDA: Won't you join us, Dr. Whitman. We're cooling off in 
this pleasant room. 
MARION: It 's quite the nicest legacy the Holdings could 
have left the school. 
DR. WHITMAN: I think so. And speaking of legacies, an-
other hundred came to us yesterday. I am waiting for 
the mail now and if the responses come that I expect, 
we shall have modern science rooms in Seminary Hall. 
When the repairs are completed we shall change the 
name to Alumni Hall, in honor of those who gave the 
funds for remodeling. 
IDA: It grows, doesn't it? 
DR. WHITMAN: Bit by bit, yes. But I have faith in our 
alumni. 
MARION: DO you know what Georgie says, Dr. Whitman? 
He says he is a poor student, but he knows he's going 
to be a wonderful alumnus. 
DR. WHITMAN (chuckling) : When Mr. Yeaton's plans are 
carried out there will be a place for Georgie and his ilk 
to experiment in. 
IDA : And I hope there's going to be something beside tennis 
as a pastime for the boys in the fall, Doctor. The mat-
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ter with a lot of boys is too much animal spirits, not 
badness, I think. 
DR. WHITMAN: I am beginning to think so myself, Ida, 
though I didn't use to see what sports had to do with 
school life. If the boys win this game today, it will go 
far toward inducing the trustees to allow football in 
the autumn. Ah, there goes Mr. Seal, the carpenter, 
with Mr. Yeaton. Excuse me. 
MARION : If the mail brings the funds you wish, wave your 
hat to us. 
DR. WHITMAN {going out) : I will, I will. 
IDA : I suppose each decade thinks its Principal the wonder 
of the age, but none was ever so beloved as ours, I 
know. 
MARION : And see how everybody cooperates. What was it 
he said about how he disciplines rough boys? 
IDA: " I take them apart and talk to them quietly." 
MARION: Isn't that quaint? "Apar t" sounds like ma-
chinery. 
{Enter COUSENS, bearing a gramophone with a 
horn like a huge morning-glory.) 
COUSENS: Who says machine^? Know what this is? 
IDA : Oh, oh, a talking machine! 
MARION: NO waiting for a new century to bring wonders! 
Do start it, Cousens. 
{While he is adjusting the horn, which has a ring 
for suspending it above the machine, boys9 and 
girls9 voices outside start "Annie Rooney." Enter 
at the chorus MOLLY, DELLA, STEVE, CARL and 
ALICE.) 
COUSENS: Keep up your practice, ladies and gentlemen. 
Maybe some day you'll be good enough to make one of 
these wax records. {They flock about the machine, ex-
claiming.) Listen to this now. 
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{He plays a vocal selection and they render to the 
tinny screeching the tribute of an amazed genera-
tion.) 
DELLA : I thought the telephone was startling enough, but 
this — 
MOLLY : Only one greater marvel, Del. If Westbrook should 
make a home run when this game starts again! 
CARL : That 's an idea, Cousens. Will this thing cheer if we 
win? 
COUSENS : Why this delay on the field? 
CARL : Oh, pitcher hurt, rules, and one thing and another. 
The last word hasn't been said in organizing baseball, 
not yet, I wot. 
STEVE: Know w'at I wot? They don't need a talking ma-
chine over here in the girls' hall. Lend it to Goddard, 
Cousens. 
MOLLY : Hm, no need of anything to make a noise over in 
the boys' hall, if I have ears to hear. Who started those 
croquet balls rolling down the stairs in study hour last 
night ? 
STEVE: Don't look at me. I was studying the Anabasis. 
DELLA : Yes? And whose trot did you have? 
CARL: Don't get rough and coarse, Delia, now. You'll be 
accusing us of kicking down the dustboxes, next. 
ALICE : Well, you did know about that wheelbarrow of Mr. 
French's being hid in a closet, didn't you? 
STEVE: Yes, to hear you pious damsels talk, you'd think 
nothing out of the way ever happened in this girls' hall. 
COUSENS: Mm, Mr. Stevens, the cabinetmaker, mended a 
Hersey Hall sofa not so long ago. He just couldn't 
think how it happened to be broken from the bottom. 
Now who, in these refined abodes of female culture, 
was so indelicate as to turn a sofa upside down so two 
fond lovers in the dark would sit ker-thump on the 
floor ? 
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CARL : I'm sure I heard a complaint from one of the faculty 
a b o u t b e i n g h i t b y o r a n g e s f a l l i n g off I l m s r y roof in 
the late evening. 
IDA: YOU didn't mention the time the two girls were late 
for their own graduation. 
DELLA : Or the time the girl who had bought her puffs and 
extra curls had to go to commencement with her hair 
perfectly flat because her classmate kept the hair 
dresser two hours. Imagine, hair perfectly flat, girls! 
MARION : I like that one about the boy who wrote home to 
his mother, "Dear mother, calm your mind. I have a 
place for everything and everything in its place — 
under the bed." 
STEVE : What about the girl found praying before the ex-
pressman came, "Oh Lord, inspire my mother to send 
me a pie as big as a rug"? 
MOLLY: I understand there was once a calf in the belfry. 
The young ladies hardly carried on as high as that! 
COUSENS: Aw, what you giving us? Some of those things 
happened in Noah's time. 
ALICE : I want to see Jess this afternoon. 
DELLA: Well, Julia just went out the south door. That 
ought to help. 
{They laugh at the inseparables.) 
CARL: Well, do you know what I know about these evil 
deeds? They were all done by boys who had lots of 
ginger and no way to let off steam. If they'd let the 
boys organize football and such games this slugging 
and thugging would stop of itself. 
STEVE : Look, everybody — signs of life on the diamond. 
IDA : I shall be more excited by this ninth inning than by 
any game I ever watched. Do you realize that on the 
success of this game depends the state of mind of the 
trustees on future games of all kinds? Dr. Whitman 
just said so. 
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STEVE: Did he say that? Gee, that gives you the goose 
flesh! 
MOELY : Look, there's John P. Swasey. I'm glad he's here. 
If he sees us win we've got one clever advocate on the 
board of trustees. 
DELLA : I wish I had his wit. Did you hear that one com-
mencement luncheon here at Westbrook, after he'd 
started to tell a story, he recalled that he had told that 
one here the year before? Quick as thought he made his 
beginning fit another story and had the crowd roaring 
in a moment. 
IDA : Oh, Marion, there's a special delivery boy on a safety 
bike. Now watch Dr. Whitman. 
CARL: Why watch Dr. Whitman? He's the safest man I 
know. 
IDA : Because, silly, if he waves his hat it means that the re-
modeling fund is completed. 
MARION : He is, he is waving his hat! Isn't that wonderful! 
STEVE : Oh you women! You never know what's important! 
What's five thousand dollars compared with our win-
ning this game ? 
ALICE: Dear me, there's Mr. French in the lamp room. I 
forgot to bring my lamp down this morning. 
(She goes out.) 
STEVE : Aw, they're putting Herb in shortstop. He'll only 
muff! 
ALICE (reentering with large lamp) : I do hate to miss any 
of this! 
COUSENS : Watch out, Alice. No walking campus for you if 
you spill kerosene in the Holding Reading Room. 
(ALICE goes out, rejoinmg the group immediately, 
having left her lamp to he filled.) 
CARL: NOW, you fellows, out there, play ball. It 's the fate-
ful ninth. Play for your lives, our lives, everybody's 
lives! 
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MOLLY : Hebron comes to bat. Al pitching for us. 
STEVE: Good old Al, he'll hold 'em. 
IDA : I t looks to me as though all their strongest men came 
up for this inning. 
CARL : What luck for us, but you're right, Ida. 
DELLA : I love to see Al wind up. 
MARION : There, a long fly. First base for Hebron ? 
STEVE: NO, caught, by jove. One man out. 
MOLLY : Hope that Hebron bench fills as quick as this. 
CARL: What's that? Single base hit. 
COUSENS : First base filled by Hebron, anyway. 
MARION : Heavens, I hope this next one is easy out! 
STEVE : He won't be, he's Hebron's sure hitter. 
ALICE : Look, look, a grounder for Herb. 
STEVE : Herb, Herb, pick it off the ground. 
CARL : He has, but he'll throw wild. 
A L L (in deep disgust) : Muffer! Oh awful! Terrible! Take 
him off the field ! 
COUSENS: Couldn't even throw to first. Now look, Hebron 
on second and third! 
MOLLY : They can't miss a home run, now, they can't miss 
it. Oh dear. Anybody mind if I scream? 
DELLA : This is their fourth man up. Oh, Al, hold 'em. 
CARL: Yes, Allie, no hits now, or we're lost. 
IDA : One strike, right over the plate. Not so good, Hebron. 
STEVE: TWO. Fan again, Hebron, and no good may it do 
you. 
COUSENS : Three strikes and out. Now sit down and be com-
fortable, boy. 
DELLA : This is awful. A fifth man up. Hope he's no good. 
STEVE : Noble, Allie. He didn't even lift his bat to that one. 
MARION : Nor that one, either. This is hopeful. 
ALICE : Now, Al, scare him again! 
A L L (echoing cheers outside) : Three men out. Westbrook 
up. Now, now. We'll see. Ra-ay, Westbrook! 
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STEVE : Gosh, Herb, of all people. 
MOLLY : Allah defend us now! 
CARL : Wild, wild, as usual. 
STEVE : He swings it like an ax. 
ALICE : A grounder, anyway. 
COUSENS : First base for Herbie. Now stand to your base, 
you! 
A L L : Good Heavens! (In great disgust.) Aw, that's too 
bad to be true. Wouldn't that j a r you. 
(Jeers outside.) 
MARION : Stood there off the base and let himself be tagged 
out. 
DELLA : Disgusting! 
STEVE: Westbrook one man out. Here comes Al to bat. 
CARL : Here's our best and only bet. Al is swift. 
IDA : Al is our best runner, if only he can get going. 
A L L (groaning) : One strike. Oh Al, oh Al, watch out! 
CARL : Good heavens, two strikes. Has Al gone stale? 
A L L : Ah-h. Ra-ay. 
(Yells outside.) 
STEVE : Long hit, deep center field. 
ALL : Go it, go it, Al. This is our chance. Go it! 
(Much excitement.) 
COUSENS : Caught. Center fielder. Now he'll throw to second. 
ALL : He'll throw home. Oh Al, slide, slide! 
( Uproar inside and outside.) 
A L L : Home, home, he made it, he made it. 
We've won, we've won ! 
STEVE : Let's ring the bell. 
(They rush out and instantly the old hell rings 
clamorously.) 
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T H E NEW SALUTES T H E OLD 
Song: T H E OLD BELL OF WESTBROOK 
(Tune: The Bells of St. Mary's) 
The old tower of Westbrook, 
What tales it could tell, 
If the tongue of a poet 
Were in the old bell! 
Of crinolines, tall hats, 
The courtesy, the bow, 
So stately to see 
And so strange to us now. 
CHORUS 
The old bell of Westbrook 
Rings through time and changes, 
To old hearts and young hearts 
One message the same. 
Through customs that alter, 
Through all of times' ranges, 
With open mind to serve mankind 
Is Westbrook's fame. 
The girls of new Westbrook 
Are singing to say, 
In the founders' wise freedom 
We're living to-day. 
Above whirring motors 
Still peals the bell's song; 
Their hearts are as loyal, 
Their purpose as strong. 
CHORUS 
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Westbrook Seminary had its birth in a resolution passed 
by the Kennebec Association of Universalists in annual ses-
sion at Green, Maine, September 29,1830. This convention 
provided for a meeting at Westbrook (afterward called 
Deering, then annexed to Portland) to consider the matter 
of a classical school. The Rev. Messrs. Drew of Augusta, 
Brimblecom of Norridgewock, and Reese of Portland, 
Doctor Pierce of Green, General Todd of Portland and 
others were appointed to address the public on the subject. 
The meeting as arranged was held at Stevens Plains, 
Westbrook, October 27, 1830, a constitution was adopted 
March 4, 1831, and earnest workers pushed the project on 
to realization. 
The charter for the new Institution was signed by Gov-
ernor Daniel E. Smith, March 4 ,1831. 
Although the school had its birth in a Universalist Con-
vention, when its constitution was written it was explicitly 
stated that no sectarian doctrine should be taught in the 
new school, that students should be admitted regardless of 
differences of religion or creed, and that not more than 
one-sixth of the Board of Directors should be ministers. 
Westbrook was selected as a suitable location. Land was 
given by Z. B. Stevens and O. H. Buckley. The first build-
ing erected was the brick building then called Seminary 
Building, now called Alumni Hall. At the time of its con-
struction, Portland was erecting a new city building. The 
tower which adorned the old building did not meet require-
ments for the larger edifice. I t harmonized perfectly with 
the new structure here, and to this happy chance we owe 
our much admired tower. 
The first term of school began June 9,1834. Rev. Samuel 
Brimblecomb, a graduate of Harvard, was the first prin-
cipal. Board was secured in private families. Later the 
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large brick house opposite the car barns (for many years 
the residence of the late Mrs. Houghton) was known as the 
"dormitory for women." The tradition is, that such was 
the excellency of room and board in that luxurious home 
that a dollar and a quarter a week was demanded and re-
ceived. If the young woman must have tea or coffee, the 
charge was more. 
Apparently the cost of a classical education, so desirable 
in the estimation of the founders, was not accurately esti-
mated by them. One principal after another did his utmost 
with varying success, the school was the pride of its found-
ers academically, but the income did not meet the expense. 
To remain in debt was apparently not to be considered. Sub-
scription books were passed among founders and friends. 
The debt was paid, but the school was closed. After a year 
or more, the way was made clear. There was a new principal, 
and without doubt, new prices for board and tuition. 
James P. Weston was the new head of the school. Under 
his management the place prospered. More accommodations 
were needed. Money was raised for a new building. Thomas 
A. Goddard of Boston was an enthusiastic believer in the 
school and his gifts for the new hall were in proportion to 
his enthusiasm. The trustees named the hall for him. God-
dard was not only a boarding hall for both boys and girls 
(boys in one half, girls in the other), but it had in the 
basement a beautiful large music room which was used for 
everything that an up-to-date school of the 1850's might 
need. That beautiful room is now the laundry, or drying 
room, of the present school. Dr. Weston remained five 
years. In him were combined the many qualities that a suc-
cessful school administrator should have. He was an able 
executive, a teacher of rare ability, a far-seeing and sym-
pathetic man. It was in his reign that Edwin Ginn, later 
our chief benefactor, was in school and remained by the 
kindness of Dr. Weston. 
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Following Dr. Weston as principal came Messrs. Fobes, 
Rawson, Ames, Coolidge, McCollister, Snow, Poste, and 
Bodge, each with some accomplishment to his credit. 
I t was under Mr. Snow's administration that the school 
progressed most. Hersey Hall, with a bathing room on each 
floor, was built, and the new dining room connecting the 
two halls. Steam heat was introduced. No longer was a 
stove in each room with wood by the foot furnished by the 
occupant. Gen. Samuel F . Hersey of Bangor was promi-
nent among the contributors to the building fund, so the 
new dormitory was named for him. 
We might pause to say that about this time Portland 
extended its horse car line so as to include Deering. Fancy 
the delight of going to "the city" with such ease. To be 
sure, it was a bother to get out and walk up the last long 
hill when the snow was too deep for the car, but there was 
provided a nondescript conveyance with straw in the bot-
tom to take those not able to walk. 
In 1878 Dr. Weston, who since his first administration 
here had been President of Lombard University, a college 
in Illinois, came back to the Seminary and remained in 
charge until his death in 1889. Mr. Allen, his sub-master 
and teacher of Latin for eleven years, conducted affairs of 
the school most acceptably until a permanent successor to 
Dr. Weston could be found. 
This successor was Rev. H. S. Whitman, much beloved 
by pupils and teachers. During his seven years of office Dr. 
Whitman did much to advance the institution. An unusual-
ly fine type of teacher and pupil marked his administration 
— all testify to his devotion and ability. Thanks to his 
efforts Alumni Hall was refurnished. Well-equipped chemi-
cal and physical laboratories were added. Thanks for these 
are due Professor Yeaton, the ever-remembered science 
teacher of the Seminary. During Dr. Whitman's adminis-
tration, Goddard Hall was made over. This was financed 
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by the widow of Mr. Goddard, for whom the Hall had been 
named. This bit of good fortune came through the efforts 
of Dr. Blanchard, President of the Board of Trustees and 
untiring worker of the school for many years. 
After Dr. Whitman came Oscar H. Perry whose admin-
istration was marked by the construction of a fine gymna-
sium. This was the gift of Robert McArthur of Biddeford, 
and greatly stimulated the enthusiasm of the splendid 
group of students we had at that time. 
After Mr. Perry came Dr. Joslyn, an educator of 
ability, who remained two years and was followed by Mr. 
Yeaton. 
At this time the old chapel, which had been dishonored 
and was falling to deca}', was repaired and rededicated as 
Moulton Chapel by the generosity of Augustus F . Moulton, 
a graduate of the school and also a trustee. 
Mr. Yeaton's successor was Rev. Hervey H. Hoyt, who 
remained but one year and returned to his preferred pro-
fession, the ministry. 
President Clarence P. Quimby next made an earnest 
effort during his administration to change the school into 
a girls' school which he felt to be more in accord with 
twentieth-century needs. This was accomplished at the 
close of Dr. O. K. Hollister's administration in the year 
1925. The establishment of a strong music course, under 
the direction of Mrs. Blanche Dingley-Mathews, was also 
accomplished by Dr. Hollister. 
The last class of the old regime was a notable success as 
to young manhood and womanhood. Never, in the judg-
ment of the writer, has a finer class been graduated from 
the Seminary. Nevertheless, the increasing difficulties of 
co-education, and the financial strain of making co-educa-
tional school prices meet twentieth-century prep school 
demands, were insurmountable. 
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After long and earnest study of the situation, those who 
knew all the conditions and were responsible for the con-
tinuance of the school, decided that Westbrook Seminary, 
in order to live, must follow the trend of the times. I t must 
be a boys' school or a girls' school. Many factors entered 
into their decision in favor of the girls. Chief of these was 
the fact that the school already had amended its charter 
in 1863 and had the right to confer a degree upon young 
women who had completed a specified course of study. Also 
the Junior College idea, which was so popular in the West, 
was beginning to be received with favor by educators in 
New England. This opened the way to an additional field 
of service. 
In the fall of 1925 Westbrook Seminary and Junior 
College for Girls started its new program under the guid-
ance of Agnes M. Safford. Miss Safford had been Dean of 
Girls and Head of the English Department of the Semi-
nary for several years. Her high ideals, her sterling per-
sonal qualities, and her success in demanding and bringing 
out the best that was in school girls, had already been 
tested and appreciated. In the six years of her administra-
tion as principal, Miss Safford has developed marked execu-
tive ability shown by the teachers she has chosen, the ad-
vance in the standards and activities of the school, the 
character and preparation of the pupils she will accept, 
and the unqualified success of those students who have 
taken advanced standing in the regular colleges. Our stu-
dents from the Junior College have entered with advanced 
standing the University of Maine, the University of New 
Hampshire, Brown University, Boston University, Beaver 
College, and Connecticut College for Women, besides many 
vocational schools that demand more than a high school 
diploma, and their college work here has placed them on a 
par with students of the class they entered. 
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I t was not an easy task to make these buildings an at-
tractive home for girls who expected the luxuries of other 
girls' schools with which the Seminary must compete. We 
started the girls' school six years ago with buildings in 
poor repair and poorly furnished, and with a large debt. 
On the other hand we had behind us the tradition of a 
school that had been founded on the most advanced ideas 
of the time. The old school had friends and graduates 
scattered all over the country, many of whom attributed 
their success in life to influences received here. I t had on 
the Board of Trustees some men and women with apprecia-
tion for its past and also with vision for its future. Our 
State Commissioner of Education and our Legislature be-
lieved we could do a work supplementary to that of the 
public school and have generously aided us to get estab-
lished. 
We now have, besides our four years of preparatory 
school work, two years of college work for which we give a 
Junior College degree. The preparatory school girls have 
for their home Hersey Hall, the college girls are in God-
dard. Our teachers in every department are trained for 
their special work. Our buildings (with one small excep-
tion) are in order, deficiences in furnishing, heating, and 
lighting have been supplied. We lay no claim to the ele-
gances of ultra-fashionable schools, but we do claim that 
for all the essentials of a healthy, modern school we are 
equipped to compete with the best. 
We have a remarkably fine group of girls, responsive to 
our efforts. All we need is more of the same kind. 
Dear Alumni, do send us your girls. 
DEBORAH N. MORTON, '79 
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It was in the fall of 1884 that Deborah N. Morton was 
invited to fill a vacancy in the faculty of Westbrook Semi-
nary. Thus began her lifetime of devotion to the institu-
tion. She had entered the school as a student in the fall of 
1876 and had been graduated as valedictorian of the class 
of 1879. Teaching in her home town of Round Pond in 
Bristol filled the next few years. With her return as a 
member of the faculty of the Seminary in 1884 opened 
an ever-widening sphere of influence which goes on to this 
day. 
The next year she was appointed teacher of grammar, 
rhetoric, and algebra, and was given charge of the girls 
with Mrs. Meserve as adviser and helper. In 1886 she be-
came Preceptress and teacher of French and rhetoric. 
During the next two years Miss Morton studied French 
privately with Professor Dorticos and Monsieur Precourt 
and in the summers attended Sauveur College of Lan-
guages. In 1888 a year's leave of absence was granted for 
study in France and Germany. 
The year of 1911-12 was spent at Boston University. 
In 1917 Miss Morton left the Seminary believing she would 
like to be free to engage in club and war activities. At that 
time she was president of the Women's Literary Union, and 
was active in the Y. W. C. A. war council. 
When, after five years of freedom from school cares, Miss 
Morton returned to the Seminary to continue the teaching 
of French, there was general rejoicing in the school and 
among the alumni, who, in their visits from time to time, 
had missed her welcoming presence. 
Many of the summer vacations of her busy teaching 
career were taken up with organizing and conducting par-
ties to Europe, acting as interpreter in French and Ger-
man. Other summers were spent in study at Middlebury 
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College, the University of Vermont, and the Sorbonne in 
Paris. 
Miss Morton's deep interest in art led her into the in-
formal teaching of various groups in the study of painting, 
sculpture, and architecture. Since 1926, when she retired 
as teacher of French, she has had charge of the History 
of Art course and of the library. 
This winter, 1930, a three months' leave of absence was 
spent on a Mediterranean cruise, making her fourteenth 
trip to Europe and the Near East. 
Miss Morton's long and whole-hearted service to the 
Seminary makes her the most important link between the 
Westbrook of today and that of the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century. Because of her knowledge of the school 
and her warm personal interest and loyalty to it, she pos-
sesses unique qualifications for the writing of its history. 
The institution is peculiarly blessed that can claim the life 
and achievements of such a teacher as par t of its very 
structure. 
All these facts have been carefully omitted by our his-
torian, but we all know that no history of Westbrook 
Seminary can be complete without an appreciation of 
Deborah N. Morton, through whom, as one of the trustees 
recently said, "No finer influence ever went out from West-
brook Seminary." ^ _,
 m-
J
 DAVID E. MOULTON 
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(Tune: How Firm a Foundation) 
We rise to salute you, 
Leaders of our schooldays, 
From out of life's chast'ning we 
Return now to praise. 
Our youth saw but dimly 
The vision in the truths you taught, 
Nor sensed the cost of knowing 
The guidance of youth's growing, 
But chastening life has proven 
How greatly you wrought. 
Our lives are your harvest, 
Our honors are your crown; 
Our gains at your feet today 
We come to lay down. 
For, more than your learning 
The years have taught us to revere 
The manhood that was in you, 
The womanhood within you. 
Oh let your hearts be lifted: 
Your harvest is here! 
M. P. T. 
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